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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 YR</td>
<td>2 WY</td>
<td>3 YR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLASTON</td>
<td>POLDARK</td>
<td>FRUITION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 TO</td>
<td>2 YR</td>
<td>2 WY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUBAL</td>
<td>HOWZAT</td>
<td>DEMAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 YY</td>
<td>2 WR</td>
<td>2 YY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
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TIMAL 2 (Phillips) $15.00
As the name suggests a very tubular trumpet with little flare to a rather straight edged corona. The three inner petals are the classical Ace of Spades shape backed by a broader outer set of three giving a well formed perianth of good substance, nicely poised on a mid length stem.

VISA 3 (Phillips) $40.00
The rich yellow petals, of ample breadth, form a lovely, rounded, flat perianth of good substance. The widespread cup is nicely pleated and a deep rich red throughout. Although registered as a div. 3 variety it more correctly belongs with the large cups, but a very pleasing variety in either division. Good stems and free increaser.

HONZAT 2-3 (Phillips) $35.00
A very pleasing white-red that is especially useful on account of its earliness. The well rounded smooth petals form a lovely broad perianth of good substance. The widespread cup is a deep rich red throughout contrasting well with the clean white perianth. One of our best in this division.
Dear Friends,

We hope you like our inaugural catalogue, you have certainly waited long enough for it. Approximately one hundred varieties are included in this descriptive catalogue representing the first four divisions. As yet it is not as comprehensive as we would like it to be, both in quantity and scope, but we intend to expand on this initial offering in subsequent seasons and as time allows.

In this modest offering we have concentrated on inclusion of most of the best modern exhibition varieties that we are using with success at the four or five shows that we attend each Spring. They have given us good results. We hope they do the same for you and brighten your garden and home as well.

All the best to you for a very rewarding time as you grow and enjoy your daffodils.

Graham and Bronwyn Phillips

TERMS OF SALE

1. All bulbs supplied will be double nosed, or mother bulb with off sets.
2. Whilst we do not freely substitute if the variety that you have requested is “sold out” we will, unless advised to the contrary, substitute with a variety of equal or greater value. It is therefore often helpful to suggest some substitutes when ordering.
3. Orders should be placed by mid February and will be dispatched during February and March.
4. Postage and packing will not be charged on any New Zealand order of over $100.00, otherwise a charge of $3.00 will apply to all orders of 50 bulbs or less. On overseas orders, which will be sent airmail, please allow for NZ$1.00 for every bulb ordered.
5. All prices are quoted in New Zealand dollars. Minimum order $10.00. Cheques, bank draft etc should be made out to Clandon Daffodils.
6. Varieties marked with an asterisk * qualify for the following discounts:
   - two or more 20% off
   - five or more 40% off

YELLOW TRUMPETS 1Y-Y

AKKAD 2 (Jackson) Tulenda x Chillion. $5.00
A large well formed flower with amply broad shovel shaped perianth segments with excellent overlap. The mid yellow, smooth perianth of good substance, is well balanced by a bold trumpet of deeper colour with a nicely rolled and serrated rim. Good neck and stem.

BARFLY 3 (Jackson) Otewa x Comal. $10.00
A slightly smaller mid season trumpet that is consistent. The perianth is flat and smooth and forms two triangles. The trumpet is straight with a slightly frilled edge. It stands extremely well and is a uniform mid yellow colour.

GOLD TAN 4 (O'More) $25.00
A very useful late mid season variety with vigour and good size. The deep yellow perianth lies flat and has excellent overlap in both sets of petals. The nicely flared and serrated trumpet is of the same deep yellow colour. Good substance and a tall, strong stem add to its list of desirable qualities.

HEATHER JOY 1-2 (Phillips) $15.00
This has been described as “just like a yellow Empress of Ireland”. The blooms are every bit as large and have the same pleasing very broad double triangle perianth form. The majestic blooms are clear yellow lemon colour throughout of highest quality well carried on tall stems. One of our best early yellow trumpets.

WARCOM 2 (Jackson) Comal x Warbin $10.00
A consistent and early flowering variety of excellent form. The deep yellow perianth has excellent texture and quality with very smooth, amply broad shovel shaped petals. The trumpet is well proportioned with a slightly flanged and serrated rim. Good stem and poise.

BI COLOUR TRUMPETS 1W-Y

BAR NONE 2 (Phillips) $5.00
The clean white perianth has broad outer and inner segments that lie smooth and flat. The well matches trumpet of strong lemon flares gently at the mouth. A bloom of ideal proportions and of excellent form. Consistent; good stem and poise.
TRANQUIL 2 (Jackson)  $3.00
A large bloom of excellent form, substance, and colour contrast. The outer perianth segments are so broad as to touch at the back and with the ample inner segments form a magnificent double triangle. The long well flared trumpet of rich yellow gives very good contrast. Vigorous grower, good stems. Recommended.

CASSELLE 3 (Fairburn)  $2.00
Another well contrasted flower with clean white perianth of good form. The petals are smooth and of good substance with the shovel shaped inner petals giving ample overlap on the broad outer ones. Well balanced by a nicely frilled rich lemon trumpet. Good stem and poise.

LENZ 4 (L. Chambers)  $4.00
A well formed bicolour with a smooth white perianth and straight lemon trumpet. Consistency and good form are characteristic of this variety which has been the recipient of several top awards.

LOD 3 (Jackson) Preamble x Mitanni.  $4.00
The clean white perianth is of excellent form with very good overlap in the smooth well rounded petals. The wide trumpet opens and remains a deep rich yellow. Good substance and stem. A very distinct bicolour and consistent producer of exhibition blooms.

WHITE TRUMPETS 1W-W

KAREL 2 - 3 (Jackson)  $5.00
The smooth, crystalline white, shovel shaped petals make a broadly overlapping perianth of good form. The trumpet is pure white also with a mildly serrated and flanged rim. Good stem and short neck.

OCEAN MIST* 1 (Phillips)  $4.00
This is a large flower that is pure white even as an opening bud. The broad petal segments form a fine double triangle. Not as refined as some of the later blooming white trumpets, but still very useful as an “early” and has the advantage of being a better increaser than most in this division.

TRANQUIL 2 (Jackson)  $3.00
A nice early white trumpet carried on a tall stem. The back petals form a good triangle, the inner ones being rounded rather than pointed. The perianth remains smooth and flat. The narrow trumpet is nicely flared. Tranquil is an excellent breeder being parent to Anitra Mercedes and others; sets seed readily.

SEMANTHA 2 (Phillips)  $30.00
Currently considered one of the best of the few white trumpets that we have raised. The clean, white perianth is of good broad form with few if any ribs or nicks and is well balanced with a full length nicely flared trumpet. Grows well on the plant to produce good sized blooms. Premier 1W-W Pukukoho 1985.

LARGE CUPS 2Y-Y

CELTIC GOLD 4 (Richardson) Golden Aura x Camelot  $25.00
A very useful later flowering variety. The very deep yellow perianth has excellent form and substance and is complimented by a well formed cup of the same colour. Consistent and strong grower reflecting the better qualities of both its parents.

CHAMKOHE 2 (Phillips) Roland x Gold Script  $50.00
On its first showing this variety was awarded Champion bloom at the Pukekhoe show and has since been regularly shown in No. 1 classes. The whole flower is mid yellow with a smooth perianth that lies flat and requires little if any manipulation. There is good overlap in the well rounded petals that are complimented by a well balanced, gently flared mid length cup. Many very consistent good sized, well formed blooms that are well poised on tall stems.

DEMAND* 2 (Phillips)  $20.00
A large flower of immaculate form. The deep yellow perianth is of solid substance and requires a minimum of grooming. The ample petals are well rounded, smooth with very little hooding. The mid length cup of the same colour is mildly serrated at the gently flared mouth. As the name suggests this will be much in demand. Many top awards and Highly Recommended.

GOLD BANK 3 (Brogden) Gold Script x Arctic Gold  $5.00
A refined flower of good size giving consistently good blooms. The smooth perianth segments lie flat, have good overlap and are nicely rounded but with a tendency to hood just a little at the tips. The half length well balanced crown is of the same good yellow colour as the very well formed perianth. Good increaser.

GOLDMINE 2 (Brogden) Galway x Goldena  $12.00
Another consistent Brogden variety with excellent form and good size. The smooth, nicely rounded petals have excellent overlap and lie flat. The blooms are rich yellow throughout with a pleasing flare to the gently expanding cup. Many top awards. Tall stems.
FRISBEE 5 (Phillips) Pedigree unknown. $70.00
A distinctly different type of 2Y-Y with its circular widening, almost flat large cup of rich golden yellow (almost orange at the rim). The broad, well rounded petals segments open and remain a good mid yellow. They form a well rounded flat perianth that reminds me of many of the Green Island progeny from which this may well have been bred. Good stems and vigourous.

LARGE CUPS 2Y-R and 2Y-YR

BRAZIER* 3 (O’More) $20.00
Although this is not a particularly refined flower it must rate as one of the very best when it comes to depth, colour and substance. The rich golden yellow petals are bluntly pointed and accompanied by a widespread cup of very deep red throughout. Good size, poise, wonderful substance and colour make Brazier a very useful collection flower. Strong grower and good stem.

DANGER 3 (Brogden) Feature x Falstaff $15.00
One of the very best of Brogden’s yellow-reds. Very much admired for its depth of colour both in the broad, well rounded perianth and in the broad very deep red cup. Combined with its good form and large blooms, makes Danger a “must have” in my collection.

DYAK 2 (Phillips) $10.00
Striking colour is the outstanding feature of this flower. Although not large, the deep yellow perianth, flushed with shades of orange, does catch the attention of the eye. These rich shades are enhanced by the narrow cup of vivid red. Good form and floriferious.

HIROMI 3 (Phillips) $25.00
The most striking feature of this variety is its solid, rich red, very widespread crown. The well formed perianth is easily up to modern exhibition standards with good substance and yellow colouring. The spectacular large blooms borne on strong stems make this one of my favourites.

2AR HOT STUFF 3 (Gray) $3.00
Well named on account of its strong colour and excellent form. Hot Stuff has excellent substance and is very smooth in its broad, well rounded perianth. The bowl shaped cup is a deep solid red from cup to base. Well worth growing in spite of a medium length stem.

2AR PETERMAN* 1 (Phillips) $5.00
This tall early flower has both good form, size and colour. The perianth segments are pointed rather than rounded and the conical corona shades from deep red at the rim to orange at the base. Nicely poised and a good increaser.

2AR PILLAR BOX* 2 - 3 (Hazelwood) $3.00
As the name suggests this is a very robust flower. The very rounded blooms are carried on an amazingly solid, smooth round stem. The widespread cup has a frilled margin banded rich red and shades down to an orange centre. The perianth is very broad and rounded, smooth and of a good shade of yellow, for exhibition. Excellent for cutting. Not entirely consistent, but very useful.

POLDARK* 5 (O’More) Indian Summer x Red Baron $15.00
Flowering at the end of the season this is a very valuable variety for late shows. Blooms are large and very good red colouring throughout the widely expanded cup helps Poldark to really stand out on the show bench. The rich yellow petals are well rounded but a bit ribby and the cup must be protected to avoid sunburn. Good tall strong stem and the plant has typical Red Baron vigour.

RED CAMEO 3 - 4 (Hamilton) Jaguar x Rawene $30.00
A wonderful exhibition variety with its deep yellow broadly rounded petals of smooth quality and good substance, nicely balanced by a well spread cup of uniform deep red. Good stem, size and consistency. Another “must have” in my collection.

RED FLAME 2 (O’More) Red Baron x Firecracker $20.00
One of the best formed and smoothest of Jim’s many fine yellow reds. The rich yellow petals are shovel shaped and smooth forming a very pleasing perianth. The bowl shaped cup is a rich red throughout. More consistent and smoother blooms that I have come to expect from the many fine seedlings bred from Red Baron.

2AR RED HOT* 2 (O’More) $5.00
A medium sized well rounded flower of exceptionally bright colouring. The perianth soon colours to rich shades of orange which is enhanced by a spreading cup of solid, rich red. Red Hot stands out very well amongst other blooms.
RONDEL 2 (Phillips)  $30.00
Another of the more recently appearing orange flushed varieties. Rondel is one of the best of this type that we have seen so far. Opening with the rich orange flush in its smooth broad petals Rondel makes a very striking sight, especially at dusk or dawn. The effect is enhanced by a widespread cup that is a rich deep red throughout. Certainly not as strongly built as Pillar Box, but nonetheless has adequate substance in the well formed blooms carried on stems of good length.

SOBIG* 2 (Phillips)  $10.00
The mid yellow petals form a broadly rounded perianth of good form. The large bowl shaped cup is deep orange red throught. As the name suggest, a very large flower carried on a tall strong stem. Useful for early shows and where size is important. Good increaser with many blooms.

STYLISH 2 (Phillips)  $25.00
Together with Red Hot and Rondel, these varieties form the brightest trio in our garden. Stylish has form quite as good as Rondel although not as broad in the petals. With a consistently smooth form and a nicely expanding cup of solid red. Together with the perianth richly flushed with orange makes Stylish a very eye-catchin flower. Good stem, substance and free increaser.

TOKONUI 3 (S. Free)  $20.00
With good deep colouring in both the smooth perianth and ideally flared crown, a well grown Tokonui is always a top contender in any competition. The ace of spades type petals form an immaculate perianth that requires little if any grooming. Good stems, substance, colour and consistency assure Tokonui of many more years amongst my most prized yellow reds.

LARGE CUPS 2W-R and 2W-YR

CYBELLE 3 (Jackson) 59/60 x Arbar  $5.00
A nice white perianth of good substance with smooth broad petals with excellent overlap. The very large expanded bowl shaped cup is rich yellow throught with a narrow orange tinge at the serrated rim. Good grower whose blooms improve with growing on the plant for several days after opening.

FORMBY 3 - 4 (Phillips)  $12.00
The most noteworthy features of this variety are its solid fiery orange-red circular, pleated crown which is almost flat on the well formed perianth. Both the major and minor petals are very broadly rounded and have excellent substance. A consistent variety whose forgivable fault lies in the time its petals take to go white.

GLASTON* 2 - 3 (Phillips)  $5.00
A very large and impressive bloom with its clean white perianth of good form and rich orange bowl shaped crown. Not entirely consistent but very useful as an “early” in this division. Good bulbs and vigorous. Tall strong stems.

HOTSPUR 4 - 5 (Richardson) Kilworth x Arbar  $3.00
One of the very best from the many fine varieties bred from this famous cross. With excellent form in its smooth well overlapping petals and deep red nicely spreading cup, combined with good substance and consistency, it did not surprise me to have premier blooms two years in succession with Hotspur. Excellent stems and good colours.

LYNELLE 2 (Phillips)  $6.00
For those who like red rimmed flowers but want them early. This is the earliest of this type to flower here. The smooth petals overlap well. The narrow cup is edged with a rim of bright orange. A very useful exhibition flower well carried on very tall stems.

LARGE CUP 2W-Y

CICERO 1 (O'More) Trousseau x Lochin  $5.00
A useful early with its well formed flat white perianth and a large flaring cup of yellow with buff overtones. A good sized flower on a mid length stem.

BANDIT 3 (Brogden) Kowhiri x Green Island  $20.00
A most impressive flower with its magnificent smooth perianth of heavy substance and broad overlapping well rounded petal segments. The widely expanded cup has a wide band of rich yellow (in some seasons orange) at the rim toning down to a pale cream centre. Vigorous grower and fine collection flower.
EILDON 5 (O’More) Chinese White x Green Island $5.00
A well rounded white perianth with the good form typical of this renowned cross. The cup is very widespread and quite heavily pleated giving a pleasing effect with pastel yellow almost orangeish tones.

IRISH MISTREL* 4 (Richardson) Green Island x Tudor Minstrel $2.00
A fine variety even by today’s standards with its large blooms of excellent substance. The amply broad petals do tend to hood a little but do form a very pleasing perianth cast in smooth white. The narrow cup opens and remains a good bright yellow. Not entirely consistent but still producing premier blooms here. Very vigorous, large bulbs. Good stem.

MERIDEE* 3 (Brodden) $3.00
The well formed smooth rounded perianth is a clean white and reflects a little. Tidy, nicely expanding cup of mid yellow. Tall stems and good increaser.

MODULUX* 4 - 5 (Phillips) $10.00
One of the very best in its division with its immaculate perianth and well balanced expanding cup. The petals are smooth and wonderfully well rounded, whilst the widespread cup is coloured rich lemon at the nicely lobed rim and shades to a lighter yellow centre. Large blooms on tall stems, good increaser — Recommended.

LARGE CUP 2W-P

CHERRY RIM 4 (Ron Hyde) $10.00
As the name suggests this is a variety with a rich pink band of colour at the rim of its bowl shaped cup. The petals form a very well rounded perianth of Green Island style, are smooth and have good substance. Not entirely consistent and colour not as deep as Audubon (what is?), but proving to be a good parent. Stem, size and vigour are all up to the required standard.

DEAR ME 2 (T. Piper, Aust.) Keera x Bon Rose $20.00
One of the most outstanding of the modern pinks. Faultless in almost every way with its lovely smooth clean white petals and long nicely flared cup of a beautiful shade of deep pink. Good form and consistency are amongst its virtues also. Perhaps a little on the small side and a medium length stem are its easily forgiveable faults that are well compensated for by its excellence in all other areas.

FAIR PROSPECT 4 - 5 (J.L. Richardson) Infatuation x Debutante $15.00
The well rounded pure white perianth of lovely quality is well balanced by a bowl shaped cup that colours to a lovely deep pink. One of the nicest from this raiser.

FALLACY 3 - 4 (R.C.A. Tombleson) $5.00
A pink not predominant of a different style with its longish yellow crown with a very narrow rim of distinct pink. Good broad petals of clean white, quite well formed. Good stems and flower size and free increaser.

MY WORD 1 (Mrs A. Murray) $15.00
The very earliest pink, with decent colour, to flower here. Very welcome at the beginning of the season with its clean white perianth of quite nice form. The longish crown soon colours, from its nicely flared rim, to a lovely shade of deep rich pink throughout. Good stems and free of increase.

PINK ERA 4 (O’More) Vasey x Tarago Pink $15.00
A useful later blooming pink. A smooth milk white perianth of good form and substance with a nicely serrated conical cup of deep pink. A good increaser but not always consistent.

QUSAR 4 (M. Evans, U.S.A.) Cordial x Precedent $100.00
Quite one of the best, both for wonderful deep pink-red colouring, in its nicely serrated bowl shaped cup, and for the lovely form of its smooth well rounded broad perianth. Good substance, flower size, stem and consistency all seem to come together in this splendid creation from Murray Evans.

ROSEWYNNE 3 - 4 (Mrs Moorby) $10.00
At its best a very striking flower with its very widespread crown that reflexes to touch the perianth. The cup colour varies with seasons from a lovely shade of clear deep pink towards the deeper pink red shade in the best conditions. The milk white perianth is of a quality and sufficiently good form to make Rosewynne worthwhile as a show flower as well as a wonderful decorative variety.

SEDATE 2 - 3 (Phillips) $15.00
A strong growing variety that produces good size blooms of lovely quality. The broad clean white perianth is smooth and the bluntly pointed petals form a nice double triangle. The long trumpet-like crown is nicely flared and serrated and is coloured a nice shade of true pure pink throughout. Good stem and poise with a minor fault being the tendency of the inner three petals to not always lie flat.
VALINOR 4 - 5 (B. Duncan) Polonaise x Violetta $30.00
A late flowering variety with clean white perianth of good form. The conical shaped crown is a deep, almost violet tinted pink. Good stem and poise and has performed well for its raiser.

LARGE CUP 2W-W

CRENELET 4 (B. Duncan) Interim x Aosta $8.00
A lovely flower with an interesting pedigree that should make it useful for dual purpose crosses. The nice white perianth is of good form with ample breadth in the petals. The narrow cup is nicely serrated at the gently flared mouth. A consistent and vigourous variety.

FRUITION 2 (Phillips) $15.00
A magnificent flower producing large well formed blooms early in the season. Reminiscent of Empress of Ireland with its large, flat, bluntly pointed, double triangle perianth. The long trumpet like crown is generously flared and serrated at the mouth and opens pale lemon and slowly fades to white at maturity. Good tall stems and more resistant to basal rot than many of this type.

IMMACULATE 3 (Jackson) $30.00
One of the very best in this division with its lovely clean white smooth petals that form a beautifully rounded perianth. The narrow cup has a green eye with a nicely serrated rim. Good grower and consistent—Recommended.

INVERPOLLY 4 - 5 (J. Lea) Easter Moon x Omeath $20.00
This outstanding flower has a very large, perfectly smooth perianth with broad rounded petals and a short rather straight cup. The whole flower is pure white and most consistent in show quality. The cup on opening is palest peachy pink, which quickly fades to pure white. Three times best flower in R.H.S. Shows.

KILLYMOON* 1 (A. Pye) $3.00
A very nice early white of lovely smooth quality and texture. Its clean white smooth petals are amply broad and bluntly pointed and form a very pleasing perianth. The crown has a green throat and expands to a nicely serrated rim. Mid length stem and good increaser, and useful at early shows.

LARGE CUP 2Y-W and 2Y-P

AMBER CASTLE 4 (J.L. Richardson) Camelot x Daydream $20.00
The lemon coloured petals are broad and smooth forming a very fine perianth. The slightly expanding crown is suffused with amber-pinkish tones giving a unique and subtle colour contrast. With a white halo where the petals meet the well balanced crown. Strong grower, good size and consistency are added virtues.

AVALON 3 - 4 (J.L. Richardson) Camelot x Daydream $12.00
A flower with good size and substance. The broad petals are smooth and form a very well rounded perianth similar to Camelot but smoother and more consistent. The half length crown like Daydream takes a few days to mature to be white throughout. Strong grower as are most Camelot seedlings and a regular winner here.

DAYDREAM* 3 (G.E. Mitch) Binkie x (King of the North x Content) $2.00
A classic variety from this famous breeder. A well grown Daydream still holds its own in any company. With its perfectly smooth perianth of ideal form and half length crown that matures to a white shade. Daydream is a must in any collection. Consistent and good increaser as well.

LEMON CANDY 4 (J.L. Richardson) Camelot x Daydream $20.00
At its best perhaps the best in this division. Inheriting the finest qualities of both parents. Good size, excellent form and substance are characteristic of Lemon Candy. The lemon yellow perianth retains its colour whilst the well formed nicely expanding crown matures to white. Strong grower.

PRYDA 3 (Brogden) Lemonade x Daydream $20.00
This variety matures to a large bloom with a very pure white widely expanded crown. The perianth which is very well rounded, remains a rich lemon but is not as smooth as some in this division. Good in collections. Tall strong stems and increases well.

TOP NOTCH* 4 (G.E. Mitsch) Playboy x Daydream $5.00
Not a really large flower but has consistently good form. The flat, smooth petals have excellent overlap and is of soft glowing lemon with a white halo at the juncture with the lemon crown that matures to buff and amber tones. Tall stems and good increaser like so many of Daydream's progeny.
SMALL CUPS  3Y-R and 3Y-YR

MYZUDA* 2 - 3  $12.00
A richly coloured small cup, one of the first in this division to flower. The golden yellow perianth is smooth and of good form and is complemented by a small spreading cup that is bright red throughout. Stem length and bloom size are good.

RED EMBER 4 (O'More) Merry King x (Chungking x 46/56)  $50.00
A flower that combines most of the good attributes that so many varieties in this division seem to lack in some way. Colour, size, form, substance are all of a very acceptable standard. The deep yellow broad petal segments are smooth and of good substance forming a very pleasing rounded perianth. The flat cup is a rich deep orange red throughout. Quite a few awards to its credit already and certain to take more. Good tall stems and consistent.

RED ERA 4 (O'More) Merry King x (Chungking x 47/56)  $40.00
Similar to its sibling Red Ember with its excellent well rounded form, good colour, substance and consistency. The difference being in the widely expanded yellow cup banded with a distinct orange rim.

TIA 2 (Jackson) Dimity x (Redlands x Riana) x (Tando x Chungking)  $15.00
A lovely large flower with very good bright colours coupled with very good form. The smooth, amply broad petals form a perianth of ideal proportions. The circular cup is intense red and expands nicely to the finely serrated rim. Good increaser — recommended. A well grown specimen will hold its own with a modern 3YR.

TRELAY* 3 (Phillips)  $8.00
Many of the better ones in this division are not large or are weak on colour, though having good form. Trelay has none of these disadvantages but is blessed with a smooth perianth of rich yellow. There is ample width in the petals of the well formed perianth which is complemented by the widespread small cup which shades from red at the nicely serrated rim to pale orange at the centre. With many awards to its credit Trelay is still good value.

SMALL CUPS  3W-R and 3W-YR

3BR BOGSIDE 2 (Phillips)  $15.00
A borderline variety that could almost be a large cup but is more valuable as a 3WR on account of its relative earliness. The flat white perianth is of good form with ample width in the well rounded petals. This is matched by a very widespread cup of rich orange red throughout. A short stiff neck on a tall sturdy stem help make this a fine exhibition flower.

CHASTA 3 (Jackson) 79/60 x Arbar  $5.00
The pure white smooth perianth of well rounded form is complemented by a very attractive, much serrated narrow small white cup that is rimmed with a fine edge of pinkish red. Tall stems and early for this type.

CRIMPLENE* 4 - 5 Phillips  $5.60
A very rounded clean white perianth of excellent form and texture, enhanced by a circular, widespread pleated cup that is a solid, deep red throughout. A consistent, very attractive flower that is a vigourous grower. Recommended.

KAZUKO 3 - 4 (O'More) Vieva x Matapan?  $10.00
A very tall stemmed variety with lovely texture in its smooth petals of clean white. The lovely broad perianth is set off by a definite nicely expanding cup of deepest red. Must be covered to avoid sunburn - floriferous. Many Premiers and good increaser.

MARILYN 4 - 5  $5.00
A very rounded clean sparkling white perianth of finest form is enhanced by a widespread yellow cup with a distinct 5mm band of bright red. Lovely, well contrasting colours on tall stemmed blooms that develop very good size when grown on the plant for several days. Much admired by visitors here during Springworld '84.

PAKATOA* 3 - 4 (Lewis, N.Z.)  $8.00
A long time favourite of mine that is still worth including in top competition. The features that I admire most are its lovely clean, well contrasted colours - clean pure white broad smooth petals, that respond to careful grooming, and striking yellow centred spreading cup with a very distinct wire rim of bright orange-red on lobed and serrated margin. Variable but well worth persisting with.
PATCHIT* 4 (Phillips) $15.00
A very clean pocticus white smooth perianth that has a tendency to reflex. The well formed petals are well rounded and of good substance. The widespread cup has a yellow centre with a very bright broad band of red on the nicely frilled margin. Very good colour contrast that really stands out against many others in this division.

SPECTRUM 5 (D. Bell) Manequin x Garland Good value at $2.00
A flower of excellent exhibition form and good size. The very symmetrical smooth petals open with yellowish tones but quickly whiten and give good contrast for the circular widespread crown that is deep solid red throughout. Good stem and vigourous.

TENSION 2 - 3 (Phillips) $5.00
A very tall stemmed variety that is very welcome on account of its earliness, not to mention its pleasing well rounded perianth composed of very broad, almost round, smooth, clean, white petal segments. The pleated and frilled cup is widely expanded and a rich orange-red throughout.

VODA* 2 (Jackson) Arbar kin $5.00
A most delightful and useful 3WR that does not have you reaching for the measure to check its small cup classification. One of the very first small cups to bloom here and immediately impresses with its clear colours from its pure white lovely smooth petals, which are narrower and more pointed at the tips than one expects of a division 3 variety, to its very small neat bright red cup. Very tall stems and floriferous. Premier award material, especially at early shows.

IMPALA 5 (G. Mitsch) Chinese White x ? $3.00
This is a most graceful, very smooth flower with a nice white perianth, somewhat triangular in form. There is a decided greenish cast to freshly opened blooms. A very small cup of pale lemon with a deeper lemon margin and a quite vivid green eye. Tall strong stems and nice full size blooms.

PLACID 3 (Jackson) $3.00
A large flower on a tall strong stem. Clean white perianth of good substance with excellent form in its lovely broad petals. Very serrated frilled cup coloured lemon. Extra useful on account of its relative earliness but always a top contender at any stage of the season. Many premiers and good value.

SILKEN SAILS* 3 (G. Mitsch) Green Island x Chinese White $6.00
Great size and smoothness of texture characterize this flower. The widely overlapping perianth with somewhat pointed segments is pure white with a beautiful silken texture, and the nearly flat cup opens creamy white with a narrow lemon rim which fades to almost white. Good later with tall strong stem.

WOODLAND PRINCE 4 (T. Bloomer) $2.00
A flower with a broad smooth perianth of very good substance and texture. The nicely balanced yellow cup develops a nice rim of deeper lemon yellow at the rim. The blooms are nicely poised on tall strong stems.

SMALL CUPS 3W-W

BENVY 4 (J.L. Richardson) Verona x Benediction $20.00
A very pleasing lovely rounded perianth of good form with smooth petals of good substance. The whole bloom is pure white including the well proportion widespread crown. Excellent size and good tall stem give added merit.

COOL CRYSTAL 4 (G. Mitsch) Chinese White x ? $5.00
A very tall strong stem, flower of large size. Broad, smooth well overlapping petals of good substance compose a lovely rounded perianth of excellent form. The lightly frilled cup is rather bowl shaped with a green base. A very reliable and impressive flower.

SEA DREAM* 4 - 5 (O'More) Nelly x Chinese White $10.00
Quite one of the best in this division with its large, very rounded blooms of silken smoothness and excellent form. The narrow small cup is quite heavily frilled and serrated with a nice green eye. Lovely, tall stems, consistency and good increaser - Recommended.

VERNIE 3 - 4 (J.L. Richardson) Verona selfed $25.00
A very welcome addition to this addition on account of its relative earliness and lovely pure clean white blooms, even on opening. Good sized blooms of the same excellent form and quality as its seed parent. The nice widespread cup is white on opening. Good plant and bulb.
DOUBLES

BEAUVALLON 4 (D. Lloyd, U.K.)
$40.00
Currently one of the very best 4 YRs available, particularly because of its rich yellow petals and deep red petaloids - the colouring is the best so far. Added to this feature are very good form and substance, together with a nice strong stem of good length hold the very pleasing well sized blooms with a good poise.

GAY SONG* 4 - 5 (J.L. Richardson) Gay Time x Brussels
$10.00
Magnificent and spectacular sized blooms that stand out anywhere. A quite pure white throughout and of good form too, makes Gay Song a must in my collection. Strong tall stem and good neck give added value as well.

GOLDEN ORBIT 1 (K. Heazlewood)
$4.00
A very early double of good form. The rich yellow petals of smooth quality fade a little as the well sized blooms mature. The rich deeper yellow petaloids of good substance retain their colour. The whole flower is well held on a lovely strong mid length stem. Good, broad foliage and vigourous grower.

WARNE 2 - 3
$20.00
An impressive double of good size carried proudly on tall strong stems. Blooms are of pleasing good form and open with rich yellow petals and deep orange petaloids. The yellow in the petals fade somewhat as the flower matures. Has proven itself useful not only for exhibition but as a very worthwhile pollen parent.

WYBALENA 2 (K. Heazlewood) Glowing Red x Stromboli
$10.00
An early double of very nice form with lovely, smooth, clean white petals enhanced by petaloids of a lovely orange shade. Strong mid length stem holding good sized blooms - lots of flowers.